The extant literature indicates that threat enhances cognitive processing and physiological arousal. However, being largely based on fear-relevant processes, this model overlooks other adaptive but inhibitory mechanisms in alternative threat emotions such as disgust. Combining visual event-related potential (VERP) indices (P1 and P250/s) with a simple visual search task, we contrasted behavioral and neural responses to carefully controlled images of fear, disgust, or neutral emotion (as a baseline condition). Consistent with previous findings, fear augmented VERP amplitude and electrical current density in associate visual cortices, paralleled by facilitated object search. Conversely, disgust generated an opposite pattern of effects, reflected by reduced VERP potentials and diminished visual cortical current density along with slowed search time. These results demonstrated suppressed sensory perceptual and attentional processing of disgust information, akin to the central ecological function of disgust to minimize contact with contagious objects to avoid contamination and disease. Notably, the rapid emergence of discrimination between fear and disgust as early as 96 ms after stimulus emphasizes the efficiency of emotional classification not only between threat and nonthreat, but also within the threat domain itself. Finally, a positive correlation between anxiety and behavioral and neural divergence of fear and disgust further indicates that despite their convergence on the core affect of threat, disgust and fear instigate distinct response profiles, providing novel insights into the manifold and sometimes paradoxical symptomology in anxiety disorders.
Introduction
Varieties of animal behaviors notwithstanding, the ultimate objective of these actions is to minimize threat to ensure survival. How an organism analyzes and responds to threat remains a central question in affective sciences. To date, research has illustrated that threat heightens information processing and physiological arousal (LeDoux, 2000; Dolan, 2002; Phelps, 2006) . Nevertheless, threat-related processing is oversimplified in this literature with its almost exclusive focus on the emotion of fear. This restricted scope not only has led to limited knowledge of other threat emotions such as anger and disgust (McNally, 2002) , but may have yielded a partial depiction of threat and its behavioral impact.
Disgust has long been recognized as a basic emotion (Darwin, 1872) and is evident as early as in neonates in the form of distaste, becoming associated with disease avoidance and ideational revulsion later in life (Rozin and Fallon, 1987; Cisler et al., 2009) . Like fear, disgust represents a central threat emotion in psychopathology, underlying distress and avoidant behavior to biological and psychological contamination and violation (Phillips et al., 1998; Woody and Teachman, 2000; McNally, 2002) . Despite overlapping ecological characteristics, fear and disgust often incite divergent mechanisms. At the physiological level, disgust tends to activate parasympathetic responses, reducing heart rate, blood pressure, and respiration (Ekman et al., 1983; Page, 1994) , thereby suppressing action. Conversely, fear swings these systems in the opposite direction by stimulating sympathetic pathways, prompting fight or flight. At the cognitive level, fear purportedly elicits an immediate "stop-look-and-listen" response to orient sensory acquisition (Gray, 1987) , whereas disgust provokes instant sensory rejection (Rozin and Fallon, 1987) . Accordingly, universal facial expressions of fear and disgust comprise opposing biomechanical properties modulating visual and olfactory sensors with widened versus narrowed eyes and nostrils, increasing sensory intake in fear and dampening it in disgust (Susskind et al., 2008) .
Therefore, despite being both threat related, fear and disgust could engage opposite mechanisms with contrasting behavioral consequences. However, it is unclear whether central processing of these two emotions indeed diverges to underlie these peripheral distinctions. Neural evidence of such divergence, especially relevant sensory perceptual correlates, would demonstrate refined categorization of threat emotions as early as in the initial feedforward sweep of processing, highlighting the adaptability of the human defense system to optimize actions to diverse dangers in the environment. Therefore, using pictures of real-life objects combined with visual event-related potential (ERP) components, primarily P1, which is sensitive to emotional modulation on visual perception (Mangun et al., 1993; Holmes, 2002, 2007; Pourtois et al., 2004; Li et al., 2007 Li et al., , 2008a ; Vuilleumier and Pourtois, 2007), we compared the neural correlates of sensory processing for these two emotions. Furthermore, in conjunction with a visual search task, we contrasted attentional effects of fear versus disgust and modeled their unique influences on everyday tasks such as object detection. Finally, in light of controversies concerning the roles of fear and disgust in anxiety (Thorpe and Salkovskis, 1998; Woody and Teachman, 2000) , we examined the dissociation between these threat emotions as a function of anxiety, thereby providing new insight into this problem.
Materials and Methods
Participants. Forty-three students (mean age, 19.3 years; six men) were selected from 563 college students based on their scores on the Behavioral Inhibition Scale (BIS, a measure for trait anxiety) (Carver and White, 1994) . The sample consisted of 22 students with the highest scores (ranging from 25 to 28) and 21 students with the lowest scores (ranging from 10 to 17), who were all right handed with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and denied a history of neuropsychological trauma and current use of psychotropic medication. (One participant with an extreme number of response omissions and another participant with technical problems during EEG recording were not included in this sample.) All participants provided informed consent to take part in the study, which was approved by the University of Wisconsin Institutional Review Board. Anxiety assessment. Two self-report measures were administered to each selected participant at the beginning of the experiment: the BIS (readministered), which consists of seven items, designed to assess a personality trait related to sensitivity to threat and proneness to anxiety (Carver and White, 1994; Li et al., 2007 Li et al., , 2008a ; and the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) (Beck et al., 1988) , which is a 21-item instrument tapping anxiety symptom severity, commonly used in clinical and research settings. Both questionnaires are rated on a 4-point scale between 0 and 3 (for the BAI) or between 1 and 4 (for the BIS), ranging from "very little" to "very much." Although participants completed the BIS earlier during the mass survey, we obtained the second set of BIS scores given its proximity to the experiment. Because BIS and BAI scores were closely correlated (r ϭ 0.46, p Ͻ 0.01) and exhibited largely similar modulatory effects on threat processing, we combined these two measures into an anxiety composite index to reflect the general effect of anxiety. Individual effects of each anxiety measure can be found in supplemental Table 1 (available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Stimuli. Images of natural objects were selected from the International Affective Picture Set (IAPS) (Lang et al., 2008) to convey fear (IAPS 1012 (IAPS , 1050 (IAPS , 1201 (IAPS , 1120 ; depicting snakes, spiders, and guns), disgust (1274, 7380, 9300, 9302, 9322 , and two non-IAPS images; depicting roaches, feces, and vomit), or neutral (1450, 1640, 1670, 7010, 7021, 7025, 7030, 7035, 7045, 7053; depicting animals and artifacts) content. An independent sample (n ϭ 11) made valence and arousal ratings for these images on a visual analog scale ranging from Ϫ10 (extremely unpleasant/not at all arousing) to ϩ10 (extremely pleasant/extremely arousing). Valence ratings confirmed equivalent hedonic values for fear and disgust sets: fear: mean (M) (ϮSD) ϭ Ϫ7.54 (2.31); disgust: Ϫ7.05 (1.79); t (10) ϭ 0.58, p ϭ 0.57, but more negative ratings for these two sets than neutral images [1.35 (1.81 Efforts were made to match the physical properties of these images. First, we chose images similar in visual composition and equated the size of each image. Second, images were transformed to grayscale and normalized to equal luminance (17 cd/m 2 ) (Knebel et al., 2008) . Finally, we screened images based on a wavelet analysis (Delplanque et al., 2007) to ensure that images in the three emotion categories did not differ in spatial frequency, thereby influencing early visual processing. Each image was decomposed into nine frequency bands (512, 256, 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4 , and Ͻ2 cycles per image), as well as into two broad frequency bandshigh (Ͼ16 cycles/image) and low (Յ8 cycles/image). Energy in each band was submitted to ANOVA. Results confirmed that the chosen sets did not differ in any spatial frequency band ( ps Ͼ 0.16). Visual search task description. Participants were seated in a dimly lit room, ϳ120 cm from a cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor. Each trial began with a crosshair at the center of the screen, followed by an image centrally displayed for 150 ms, subtending a visual angle of 7.2°. Next, a search array was superimposed on the image for 500 ms, comprising one horizontal bar (target) and seven vertical bars (distracters) presented in green (Fig. 1 ). Individuals were instructed to make a button press to indicate the quadrant where the target was located while maintaining fixation. A total of 20 search arrays were included, and the target appeared in each quadrant with equal probability. There were two blocks, each containing 150 trials from the three conditions randomly presented (totaling 100 trials per emotion).
Stimulus presentation was linked to the refresh rate (60 Hz) of the CRT screen, delivered using Cogent2000 software (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience) as implemented in Matlab (MathWorks). Synchronization between stimulus presentation and event trigger onset (recorded in the EEG acquisition computer) was verified by placing a photodiode at the bottom right corner of the CRT monitor sampled by the EEG acquisition computer at 2048 Hz: image onset consistently Figure 1 . Visual search paradigm. Trials began with a centrally presented crosshair for a variable interval between 1150 and 1650 ms. Images for fear, neutral, and disgust (shown) conditions were presented for 150 ms, followed by a search array superimposed on the image for 500 ms.
aligned with the event trigger across repeated trials [n ϭ 40; offset, 0.5 (0.2) ms]. EEG recording and analysis. EEGs were recorded from a 96-channel (BioSemi; ActiveTwo) system at a 1024 Hz sampling rate with a 0.1-100 Hz bandpass filter. Electrooculograms (EOGs) were recorded at two eye electrodes at the outer canthi and one infraorbital to the left eye. EEG signals were referenced offline to the average of the left and right mastoid recordings. Horizontal EOG channels were referenced to each other, and the vertical EOG channel was referenced to the EEG channel located directly above it. EEG/EOG signals were digitally bandpass filtered from 0.1 to 40 Hz, downsampled to 256 Hz, and segmented around picture onset (from Ϫ200 to 500 ms). Trials with EEG/EOG voltages exceeding Ϯ 75 V (relative to the 200 ms baseline) were excluded from analysis.
Inspection of the grand average ERP waveform indicated a P1 component (labeled here as P1p) that peaked at 96 ms after image onset, maximal at occipital sites (Fig. 2 A) . We further identified a second positive component peaking at 246 ms after image onset (or 96 ms after searcharray onset), also maximal at occipital sites. Because this component likely reflected ongoing activity to the images in addition to a P1-like response evoked by the search array, we denote this component as P250/s here. Mean P1p and P250/s amplitudes were extracted at the central occipital locus (collapsed across five electrodes surrounding Oz) (Fig.  2 B) over 36 (P1p) and 28 ms (P250/s) intervals centered on the corresponding peak (i.e., peak Ϯ 4 and 3 data points, respectively, determined based on the span of these components).
Cortical sources for these ERP effects were estimated using lowresolution brain electromagnetic tomography (LORETA) (PascualMarqui et al., 1994) . As an inverse solution, LORETA has been validated using neuroimaging in visual and cognitive processes (Pascual-Marqui et al., 2002) . LORETA uses a three-shell spherical head model registered to standardized space from a digitized magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at the Montreal Neurological Institute. Solutions are restricted to cortical gray matter, spanning 2394 voxels with a spatial resolution of 7 ϫ 7 ϫ 7 mm. Besides localizing the origin of these components, we estimated voxelwise current density during the P1p and P250/s intervals for each subject in response to fear and disgust, followed by voxelwise paired t tests to isolate cortical substrates for respective processes. A cluster of voxels would be identified if t values in at least three neighboring voxels were significant (t (42) Ͼ 2.69, p Ͻ 0.005, uncorrected). Statistical analysis. Separate two-way repeatedmeasures ANOVAs with factors of emotion (fear, disgust, neutral images) and anxiety (as a continuous variable) were performed on search reaction time (RT) and accuracy and on the P1p and P250/s amplitude. Significant effects of emotion were followed by t tests to contrast the effects of individual emotions. RTs over 2 SDs away from the mean were excluded, and remaining RTs were log-transformed before analysis to reduce skewness.
Results

Behavior
We contrasted effects of fear and disgust emotions on visual attention by examining how they influenced detection of the visual search target superimposed on the images. Emotion exerted a significant main effect on search speed (F (2,84) ϭ 12.40, p ϭ 0.001) (Fig. 3A) . Planned comparisons indicated that RT was slowest after disgust pictures [657 (116) Although there was no simple effect of emotion on search accuracy (F (2,84) ϭ 0.08, p ϭ 0.92), it was influenced interactively by emotion and anxiety (F (2,82) ϭ 3.08, p ϭ 0.05) (Fig. 3B) . Anxious (vs nonanxious) individuals exhibited greater accuracy in the fear than the disgust condition (r ϭ 0.36, p Ͻ 0.05). Together, search RT and accuracy complemented each other to demonstrate that disgust and fear emotions exerted divergent effects on visual search performance (hindrance by disgust and facilitation by fear, especially in anxious individuals).
P1p response
In parallel to the behavioral results, emotion modified the P1p amplitude (F (2,78) ϭ 18.38, p Ͻ 0.001) (Fig. 2 A, B Moreover, this emotion effect was modulated by anxiety (F (2,76) ϭ 4.97, p Ͻ 0.01). Anxiety was positively correlated with the differential P1 between fear and disgust trials (r ϭ 0.40, p ϭ 0.01) (Fig. 2 D) . Of note, a simultaneous regression analysis of anxiety on raw P1 to fear images and raw P1 to disgust images indicated that both threat emotions were uniquely correlated with anxiety but in opposite directions (sr ϭ 0.45, p Ͻ 0.005 for fear and sr ϭ Ϫ0.38, p Ͻ 0.05 for disgust). These results thus suggest that fear and disgust pose contrary effects on early visual processing, escalating with increased anxiety.
P250/s response
P250/s demonstrated opposite effects of disgust and fear on visual attention at 250 ms after the image (96 ms after search array) (F (2,78) ϭ 20.64, p Ͻ 0.001) (Fig. 2 A, C 
LORETA source analyses
Using LORETA, we first isolated the origin of P1p and P250/s (pooled across the three emotions). P1p and P250/s were both localized to the extrastriate cortex, maximal in the left lingual gyrus (P1p and P250/s: x, y, z ϭ Ϫ10, Ϫ95, Ϫ13) (supplemental Fig. 1 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), thereby validating the identification and measurement of these early visual potentials.
Next, we searched for the neural substrates underlying divergent visual responses between fear and disgust. Voxelwise t tests for the P1p window revealed a cluster of voxels in the right inferior occipital gyrus (three voxels, peaking at 32, Ϫ95, Ϫ6; t (42) ϭ 3.51, p Ͻ 0.005) (Fig. 2 E) , exhibiting greater current density in response to fear than disgust pictures. Breaking the sample into high-and low-anxiety severity groups, we found that this cluster emerged in the high-anxiety severity group alone (32, Ϫ95, Ϫ6; t (21) ϭ 3.13, p Ͻ 0.005), in keeping with the scalp P1p effects reported above. In fact, no cluster survived the preset threshold in the low-anxiety group. For the P250/s interval, voxelwise t comparisons uncovered a cluster of three voxels in the right fusiform gyrus (46, Ϫ53, Ϫ20; t (42) ϭ 2.93, p Ͻ 0.005) (Fig. 2 F) , responding more strongly after fear than after disgust pictures. In summary, these source analysis results confirmed that disgust and fear evoked differential activity in associative visual areas, thus providing further evidence of their distinct impact on early visual sensory processing and visual attention.
Control experiment: control of low-level influences on early visual processes
Previous research illustrates that early visual ERP components are sensitive to physical stimulus properties such as luminance (Johannes et al., 1995; McCourt and Foxe, 2004; Knebel et al., 2008) and spatial frequency (Singh et al., 2000; Pourtois et al., 2005; Delplanque et al., 2007) . It is therefore possible that variability in the physical properties of the picture sets might have elicited differential visual activity. Our careful selection and extensive processing of the images have largely eliminated this potential confound. Our findings that these differential responses to the picture sets were coupled with individual differences in anxiety accentuated emotional effects on P1, affording further exclusion of this possibility. To further safeguard against this confound, we conducted a control ERP experiment to assess P1 to scrambled versions of the images used in the study. Critically, by randomizing only the phase component of Fourier-transformed images, we rendered the images unintelligible without altering the Fourier energy (Chen et al., 2007) , in an effort to minimize deviation from the original images.
Participants and procedure
Twelve participants were recruited (five men; mean age, 19.1 years) through the undergraduate psychology research pool at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. In each trial, a scrambled image was presented on a CRT monitor for 400 ms, subtending a visual angle of 7.2°. The image was followed by a centrally presented arrow pointing left or right (Ͻ, Ͼ) for 400 ms, to which individuals were instructed to make a button press to indicate the direction of the arrow while maintaining fixation. This simple task was designed to sustain subjects' concentration on the task. Each intertrial interval consisted of a central fixation cross presented for 1000 -2000 ms. The task consisted of two consecutive blocks of 150 trials. P1 response to scrambled images ERP recording, artifact and trial exclusion, and P1 analyses were conducted using the same parameters as the main experiment. An ANOVA test revealed that the image set did not significantly influence P1 magnitude (F (2,22) ϭ 2.14, p ϭ 0.17), nor was the P1 pattern similar to that observed for the intact emotional images. P1 amplitudes were 7.05 (5.03) V for scrambled fear images, 6.66 (5.42) V for scrambled disgust, and 6.27 (5.27) V for scrambled neutral images. We note that the clear reduction of P1 response to disgust pictures from that to neutral pictures in the main experiment was no longer present with the scrambled pictures.
Discussion
Using neutral images to provide a putative baseline, we demonstrated opposite impacts of fear and disgust on sensory perception and attention, paralleled by contrasting behavioral profiles toward these two threat emotions. Replicating neural and behavioral facilitation by fear in the extant threat research, our data constitute some of the first evidence of suppressed neural processing combined with impeded behavioral performance to disgust-relevant threat, affording a new dimension to the current literature. Furthermore, this functional disparity between fear and disgust is especially prominent among anxious individuals. Given the ambiguous role of disgust in anxiety and scanty research in this aspect, the demonstration of distinct processing of disgust that is especially pronounced in anxiety could pose pivotal implications in the theorization and intervention of anxiety disorders.
It is noteworthy that by presenting images of real-life objects rather than images of facial expressions, we directly assayed evoked emotional states of fear and disgust without engaging extraneous processes such as social cognition and communica- tion of emotion. To control for low-level physical differences in the pictures, which could bias P1 responses, we carefully matched image sets for basic visual properties. Moreover, our control experiment using scrambled versions of the images (phasescrambled, unintelligible images) (Chen et al., 2007) indicated no significant set effect on P1 response, further excluding this critical confound. Given that the P1 and behavioral results were incompatible with arousal ratings for the images, we also excluded arousal-related global attentional influences that could contribute to these effects. Finally, we rejected trials with eye or facial muscle movement to eliminate facial alteration of visual exposure that could contaminate the data. The P1 to these emotional images differed as early as 96 ms after stimulus. This early discrimination is remarkable, even preceding the amygdala differentiation of fear versus nonthreat stimuli (Oya et al., 2002; Krolak-Salmon et al., 2004) , albeit amygdala may still be critical for maintaining stable threat representation and encoding in the sensory cortex (Rotshtein et al., 2010) . Notably, diminished response to disgust cannot simply be attributed to a lack of response to disgust stimuli. Rather, the clear departure of disgust-induced P1 from the neutral (baseline) condition highlighted substantial (though inhibitory) activity in the visual cortex to represent the specific state of disgust. Expanding on previous reports restricted to threat-versus-nonthreat comparisons (Pourtois et al., 2004; Vuilleumier and Pourtois, 2007) , these data suggest that sophisticated visual categorization within the class of threat could occur during the initial feedforward sweep of sensory processing. Such early perceptual discrimination of emotion corroborates the notion that emotion perception begins as soon as environmental input reaches the sensory system (Barrett and Bar, 2009 ). Furthermore, it raises the possibility that codes of threat emotions are stored in the sensory system to support instantaneous classification (Weinberger, 2007; Li et al., 2008b; Barrett and Bar, 2009; Pessoa and Adolphs, 2010) , initiating distinct downstream operations, mobilizing quick and threat-specific actions to maximize ecological benefit.
Neural and behavioral data from the visual search task may exemplify such a mechanism: swift sensory discrimination of disgust and fear directly modulated deployment of visual attention in an ongoing task, inhibiting or augmenting attention (as indexed by P250/s magnitude) with consequent delay or acceleration in search performance. Critically, these processes operated in accordance with their individual biological functions. Heightened attention and facilitated task performance conform to the well established role of fear in boosting information processing (LeDoux, 2000; Dolan, 2002; Phelps, 2006) . By contrast, disgust images suppressed visual attention to the degree that they impeded search of the target in the overlapping visual field. Despite a small behavioral cost, subjects were nonetheless able to successfully divert (sensory) attention from the source of disgust, maintaining the goal of minimizing exposure to and contagion of threats such as poison and germs (Rozin and Fallon, 1987) . Therefore, fear and disgust not only activate discrete sensory representations, but also orient subsequent cognitive processes and behaviors in a manner congruent to their evolutionary purposes.
As indicated by the strong correlation between anxiety and P1p magnitude and between anxiety and search accuracy, sensory and behavioral discrepancy between disgust and fear is to an extent amplified by anxiety. The direct contrast between disgustand fear-related processing in anxiety accentuates the fact that although anxiety enhances threat sensitivity and responsivity in general (Lang et al., 2000; McNaughton and Gray, 2000) , the profiles for individual threat emotions could be vastly different.
In the anxiety literature, fear and disgust are often intertwined in anxious responses such that disgust is posited as an epiphenomenon-merely subdued fear (Thorpe and Salkovskis, 1998; McKay, 2002) . Insofar as anxiety intensifies excitatory processing in fear and inhibitory processing in disgust, qualitative rather than quantitative differences between fear and disgust processing in anxiety evince that disgust stands as a discrete emotional state in its own right. The implication is that disgust not only intersects with fear in anxiety, but also interacts with fear (Woody and Teachman, 2000; Cisler et al., 2009 ). The dynamic composition of opposing mechanisms elicited by fear and disgust may account for the multifaceted and sometimes contradictory symptomology of anxiety disorders, varying widely from hypervigilance to fainting and from obsession to amnesia, that cannot be explained simply by the influence of fear or disgust alone. Accordingly, innovative therapies targeting both disgust and fear responses should hold great promise for improvement in anxiety treatment.
In affective sciences, distinctions are traditionally drawn between threat and nonthreat processing or between positive and negative stimuli. However, our findings bring to light remarkable divergence within the domain of threat in terms of sensory analysis, impacts on cognitive processes, and eventually, behavioral consequences; this underscores the necessity to conceptualize threat beyond a unidimensional system defined exclusively by physiological and behavioral amplification. In all, the current data reaffirm the incredible diversity and plasticity of biological responses, an extraordinary feat of evolution whereby refined and quick computation is achieved such that an optimal action is used to counter the enemy.
